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Unit-3 CAD 

What is CADD? 

When we think of Computer Aided Design and Drafting (CADD), certain questions arise that we never think 

of while working on the drawing board. We do not use the essential drawing board tools: paper, pencil, 

T-square, compass, eraser or scale, yet still have to design or make a drawing. When even one of these tools 

is issi g e k o  ho  aggra ati g it a  e. With CADD e do ’t eed e e  o e of the ! CADD is a  
electronic tool that enables you to make quick and accurate drawings with the use of a computer. Unlike 

the traditional methods of making drawings on a drawing board, with CADD you can sit back in an easy 

chair and create wonderful drawings just by clicking the buttons of a keyboard. Moreover, drawings created 

with CADD have a number of advantages over drawings created on a drawing board. CADD drawings are 

neat, clean and highly presentable. Electronic drawings can be modified quite easily and can be presented 

in a variety of formats. 

A decade ago, CADD was used only for specific engineering applications that required high precision. Due to 

CADDs high price, only a few professionals could afford it. In recent years, however, computer prices have 

decreased significantly and more and more professionals are taking advantage of CADD. There are 

hundreds of CADD programs available in the CADD industry today. Some are intended for general drawing 

work while others are focused on specific engineering applications. There are programs that enable you to 

do 2D drawings, 3D drawings, renderings, shadings, engineering calculations, space 

planning, structural design, piping layouts, plant design, project management, etc. There is a CADD program 

for virtually every engineering discipline you can think of. CADD is primarily intended for single-line drafting. 

It has very limited 

capabilities to create artistic impressions. However, CADDs 3D and rendering features are fascinating. You 

can create a 3D model of an object and view it from any angle. With proper shading and rendering, it can 

be made to look picture perfect! 

What to Expect from CADD 

You can do amazing things with CADD that you never thought possible while creating drawings with a pen 

or pencil. The following are some of the important capabilities that make CADD a powerful tool: 

 Presentations 

 Flexibility in editing 

 Units & accuracy levels 

 Storage and access for drawings 

 Sharing CADD drawings 

 Project reporting 

 Engineering analysis 

 Computer Aided Manufacturing (CAM) 

 Design 

 Add-on programs 

Presentations 

You can create fine drawings with hundreds of colors, line types, hatch patterns, presentation symbols and 

text styles. Even if you don’t like something about your presentation after you have finished it, you can 

quickly change it. It takes only a few simple steps to change the text style, color or line type and you can 

print a fresh copy of the drawing. There are a number of ready-made presentation symbols and hatch 

patterns available in CADD that can be used to enhance the look of drawings. For example, a site planner 

can add tree symbols, shrubs, pathways, human figures, and other landscape elements to create a site plan. 

Similarly, an architect can use ready-made symbols of doors, windows, furniture, etc., to make a 

presentation. 

In addition to preparing impressive presentations on paper, you can use CADD to make on-screen 

presentations. You can plug your computer into a projector and present your ideas on-screen. Advanced 

CADD programs even allow you to created animated images. You can illustrate how a building would appear 

while walking through it, or how a machine would function when different machine assembly parts 

operate. 
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Flexibility in Editing 

CADD provides the flexibility to make quick alterations to drawings. You can erase any portion of a drawing 

with pinpoint accuracy. It takes only seconds to do a job that could take hours on a drawing board. In many 

ases, ou o ’t e e  ha e to erase the dra i g to ake the ha ge. You a  rearra ge the e isti g 
components of the drawing to fit new shape. This enables you to analyze design options with minimal 

effort. 

The following are some of the editing capabilities of CADD: 

 Move or copy drawing elements 

 Enlarge or reduce parts of a drawing 

 Add one drawing to another 

 Stretch a drawing to fit new dimensions 

 Make multiple copies of a drawing element 

 Change the size and style of text 

 Change units of measure, accuracy and style of dimensions 

Units & Accuracy Level 

CADD allows you to work with great accuracy. If you need to create highly accurate geometrical shapes, 

CADD is the answer. It can help avoid time-consuming mathematical calculations. You can work with 

differe t u its of easure, su h as ar hite tural u its, e gi eeri g u its, s ie tifi  u its a d sur e or’s 
units. These units are represented in standard formats commonly used by professionals. 

Example: 

When working with engineering units, you can specify whether all the dimensions should be represented in 

inches, feet-inches, centimeters or meters. Similarly, you can choose angular units of measurement such as 

decimal degrees, minutes, seconds or radian. You can set an extremely high accuracy for the units of 

measurement. You can work with as high precision as 1/1000 of an inch! However, such accuracy is seldom 

required. You will often need to set the CADD program to a lesser accuracy to avoid unnecessary fractions. 

In general, when you need to work on a large scale drawing such as a plan of a township, you may want to 

set a lesser degree of a ura , sa  1’-0". The computer will round off all the measurements to the next 

foot a d ou o ’t see a y fractions less than a foot. When you need to work on a minute detail, you can 

set a higher degree of accuracy such as 1/8 or 1/64 of an inch. 

Storage and Access of Drawings 

It is quick and convenient to organize CADD drawings in a computer. You can have thousands of drawings 

on a computers hard disk and can open any one of them within seconds. A computers electronic filing 

system has the following advantages over the traditional filing system: 

 It enables you to create a highly organized environment 

 It contributes to savings in working space 

 An electronic drawing never gets old and faded. Any time you need a 

 drawing, you can print a new copy from the disks. 

Sharing CADD Drawings 

The electronic drawings can be shared by a number of users, allowing them to coordinate projects and 

work as a team. This is accomplished by connecting different computers via a network. 

Example: In a building project, different professionals such as architects,  engineers and construction 

managers can use the same set of electronic drawings to coordinate building services. If a change is made 

to the drawings. 

You can also publish your drawings on the Internet and collaborate CADD projects using a web site. Many 

CADD programs include special functions that allow you to export drawings in a format that can be viewed 

on the Internet. 

Refer to Chapter 9 "Maximizing CADD" for more information on collaborating CADD projects on the 

Internet. 

Project Reporting 

The computer can be used to prepare project reports such as records of areas, quantities and cost 

estimates. Using the database capabilities of CADD, you can link non-graphic information (such as text or 
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value) with the graphic elements of the drawing. The non-graphic information is stored in a database, 

which can be used to prepare reports. 

Example: An architect can link text attributes associated with the symbols of doors and windows in a 

drawing. The attributes can describe the size of the door, material, hardware, cost, etc. Later on the 

computer can automatically prepare a door schedule listing all the doors and  windows in the drawing. 

The non-graphic information is directly linked with the drawing objects. When a change is made to the 

drawing, the values in the reports are updated automatically. This provides a useful means to manage large 

projects. There is a special category of software called Computer Aided Facility Management (CAFM) 

designed for building management. These programs allow you to import drawings from CADD programs 

and link attributes to them to 

form a database. The database can be used to keep track of spaces, areas, costs, people, equipment, 

furniture, building maintenance schedule, etc. 

Engineering Analysis 

There is a separate category of programs called Computer Aided Engineering (CAE) that can use CADD 

drawings for engineering analysis. The CAE programs have a number of applications in structural design, 

civil engineering, 

mechanical engineering and electrical engineering.  

Example: A structural engineer can use a CAE program to test the design of structural components in a 

building. The engineer can instantly analyze the impact on structural members when a different load is 

applied to the structure or the spacing between the members is changed. Similarly, there are programs for 

mechanical engineers to test machine assemblies. The mechanical engineer can create a prototype 

electronic model and test it without building a physical model. 

The advanced engineering programs even provide the ability to link calculations with the CADD drawings. 

This capability is known as parametric design" that allows the computer to automatically update the 

drawings when the associated calculations are changed and vice verso. 

Basic drawing commands for auto cad 

Measuring Commands 

 GRID:   Displays a grid of dots at a desired spacing on the screen. 

  Command:  GRID (enter) 

  On/Off/Tick spacing(x)/Aspect:  (enter value) (enter) 

 SNAP:   Specifies a "round off" interval so that points entered with the mouse can be locked into 

  alignment with the grid spacing. 

  Command:  SNAP (enter) 

  On/Off/Value/Aspect/Rotate/Style:  (enter value) (enter) 

Basic Draw Commands 

 CIRCLE: Draws circles of any size. 

  Command:  Circle (enter) 

  3P/2P/TTR/<center point>:  (pick a center point) 

  Diameter or <Radius>:  (Pick a point on the circle) 

 LINE: Draws straight lines between two points 

  Command:  LINE (enter) 

  From Point:  (pick a point using the mouse) 

  To Point:  (Pick a point using the mouse) 

  To Point:  (Press return to end the command) 

    ARC: Draws an arc (any part of a circle or curve) through three known points. 

  Command:  ARC (enter) 

  Center/ < Start point > :  (pick the first point on the arc) 
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  Center/End/ < Second point > :  C 

  Center:  (pick the arc's center point) 

  Angle/Length of chord/ <End point > :  (pick the arc endpoint) 

Display Commands 

 LIMITS: Sets the size of the drawing paper.  For size "A" drawing paper the limits should be set 

for 10.5 x 8. 

  Command:  LIMITS (enter) 

  On/Off/Lower left corner <0.0000> (enter) 

  Upper right corner: 10.5,8 (enter) 

 ZOOM: Enlarges or reduces the display of a drawing. 

  Command:  ZOOM (enter) 

  All/Center/Dynamic/Extents/Left/Previous/Vmax/Window/<Scale(x/XP)>: 

 (pick a point to define one corner of a rectangular viewing window then pick a point to 

define  the second point to define the opposite diagonal corner of the viewing window) 

Note:  To return the picture to its original viewing size enter ALL and press the enter key 

when prompted instead of defining a window. 

PAN: Allows you to move your view point around the drawing without changing the 

magnification factor. 

 Command:  PAN (enter) 

Editing Commands 

 CHANGE: Alters properties of selected objects 

  Command:  CHANGE (enter) 

  Select objects or window or Last (select objects to be changed) 

  Properties/<Change point>:  (type P)   

  Change what property (Color/Elev/LAyer/LType/Thickness)?  (type Layer) 

  New Layer:  (enter new layer name and press enter) 

 ERASE: Erases entities from the drawing. 

  Command:  ERASE (enter) 

  Select objects or Window or Last: (Select objects to be erased and press enter when 

finished) 

 EXTEND: Lengthens a line to end precisely at a boundary edge. 

  Command:  Extend (enter) 

  Select boundary edge(s)... 

  Select Objects (pick the line which represents the boundary edge which lines will be    

extended  to) 

  (press enter when finished selecting cutting edges) 

  <Select object to extend>/Undo:  (pick the line(s) that need to be extended 

 TRIM: Trims a line to end precisely at a cutting edge. 

  Command:  Trim (enter) 

  Select cutting edge(s)... 

  Select Objects  (pick the line which represents the cutting edge of line in which objects 

will be              trimmed to) 
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  (press enter when finished selecting cutting edges) 

  <Select object to trim>/Undo:  (pick the line(s) that need to be trimmed) 

GRIPS 

You can edit selected objects by manipulating grips that appear at defining points on the object.  

Grips is not a command.  To activate grips simply pick the object.  Small squares will appear at 

various entity-specific positions.  By selecting an end grip you can stretch the entity to change its size.  

By selecting the center grip you can move the entity to a new location.  To remove grips press CTL-C 

twice.  You can perform the following using grips: Copy, Multiple Copy, Stretch, Move, Rotate, Scale, 

and Mirror. 

Creating Layers 

 LAYER:   Creates named drawing layers and assigns color and line type properties to those layers. 

  Command:  LAYER (enter) 

A Layer & Line type Properties dialog box will be displayed.  To add a new layer, pick the 

New button.  A new layer listing appears, using a default name of Layer1.  the layer 

name can be changed by highlighting the layer name.  Colors and Line types can be 

assigned to each new layer by picking the color box to assign a color and picking the line 

type box to assign a line type. 

  Standard Auto CAD colors 

  1 = Red 2 = Yellow 3 = Green 4 = Cyan 

  5 = Blue 6 = Magenta 7 = White 

  Standard Auto CAD line types 

  Hidden2 = hidden lines 

  Center2 = center lines 

  Phantom2 = phantom or cutting-plane lines 

Construction Commands 

 ARRAY: Makes multiple copies of selected objects in a rectangular or circular pattern 

  Command:  ARRAY (enter) 

  Select objects or Window or Last:  (select object to array) 

  Rectangular or Polar array (R/P) <current>: (P) 

  Center point of array:  (pick the point around which to form the array) 

  Angle to fill (+=CCW, -=Cw) <360>:  (enter) 

 COPY: Draws a copy of selected objects. 

  Command:  COPY (enter) 

  Select objects or Window or Last: (select objects to be copied) 

  Base point or displacement:  (pick a point on the object to be use as a reference point) 

  Second point of displacement:  (pick a point which represents the new location of the 

copied 

  object) 

 MIRROR: Makes mirror images of existing objects. 

  Command:  MIRROR (enter) 

  Select objects or Window or Last: (select objects to be mirrored) 

  First point of mirror line:  (pick a point on top of the mirror line) 
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  Second point:  (pick a point  on the bottom of the mirror line) 

  Delete old objects? <N> y or n  (enter) 

 MOVE: Moves designated entities to another location. 

  Command:  MOVE (enter) 

  Select objects or Window or Last: (select objects to move) 

  Base point or displacement:  (pick a point on the object to be use as a reference point) 

  Second point of displacement:  (pick a point which represents the new location of the 

object) 

 OFFSET: Constructs an entity parallel to another entity at a specified distance.  Offset can be used 

with    lines, circles, arcs, and polylines. 

  Command:  OFFSET (enter)  

  Offset distance or Through <last>:  (enter a distance value) 

  Select object to offset:  (select object to offset) 

  Side to offset:  (Pick any point on the side of the object you wish to offset) 

 FILLET: Changes any corner to a rounded corner. 

  Command:  FILLET  

  Polyline/Radius/Angle/Trim/Method/ <Select first line > :  (pick the first line) 

  Select second line:  (pick the second line) 

 CHAMFER: Changes any corner to an angled corner. 

  Command:  CHAMFER 

  Polyline/Distance/Angle/Trim/Method/ < Select first line > :  (pick the first line) 

  Select second line:  (pick the second line) 

 OSNAP 

Instantly locates exact points relative to existing objects (points). 

Object Snap Modes:  Endpoint, Midpoint, Center, Quadrant, Intersection, Insertion, Perpendicular, 

Tangent, 

Nearest, Node, and None. 

Placing lettering on a drawing 

 TEXT: Draws text characters of any size. 

  Command:  TEXT (enter) 

  Justify/Style/<Start point>:  (pick a starting point or enter a justification letter) 

  Height (0)  (enter the height of the lettering) 

  Rotation Angle (0)  (enter) 

  Text:  (enter the desired lettering) (enter) 

  Summary of Options 

  <Start Point> Left-Justifies text along its baseline 

  Justify Justifies text according to the alignment options 

  Style Enters a new text style 

  Null reply Enters a new line of text below the previous text. 

   (space or Enter key will give a Null reply) 

  Text Alignment Options 

  Alignment Abbreviation  Orientation 
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  Aligned A   Aligns text between two points.  Text   

     height will adjust automatically  

  Fit F   Fits text between two points.  Text height  

      will not change 

  Centered C   Centers text at the baseline of a specified 

      point 

  Middle M   Centers text horizontally and vertically at  

      the baseline of a specified point 

  Right R   Right Justify text at the baseline of a   

     specified point 

  Alignment Abbreviation  Orientation 

 Top Left TL  Left Justifies text at the top of text 

 Top Center TC  Centers text at the top of text 

 Top Right TR  Right justifies text at the top to text 

 Middle Left ML  Left justifies text at the middle of text 

 Middle Center MC  Centers text both horizontally and vertically 

    at the middle of the text 

 Middle Right MR  Right justifies text at the middle of text 

 Bottom Left BL  Left justifies text at the bottom of text 

 Bottom Center BC  Centers text a the bottom of text 

 Bottom Right BR  Right justifies text at the bottom of text 

The SPELL command will check the spelling of a group of text. 

Crosshatching a drawing 

 BHATCH: Allows the user to crosshatch areas of a section view. 

Command:  BHATCH (enter) 

The Boundary Hatch dialogue Box will be displayed.  Select the Hatch Options box. 

The Hatch Options box will be displayed.  Select the Patterns box. 

The Choose Hatch Pattern box will be displayed.  Select the desired hatch pattern. 

The Hatch Options box will be displayed again.  You can select a scale and rotation angle 

for the crosshatch pattern.  Select the OK box when finished. 

The Boundary Hatch dialogue box will be displayed again.  Select the Pick Points box.  When prompted 

select the internal point of the are to be crosshatched.  Press the enter key when finished. 

The Boundary Hatch dialog box will be displayed again. Select the Apply box to add the crosshatching to the 

drawing. 

Reuse, Reduce, Recycle: Designing Products and Processes for Sustainability 

Environmental responsibility is one of the foundations Herman Miller is built on. In 1953, Founder D.J. De 

Pre stated that e ill e good ste ards of the e iro e t.  Our jour e  to e a ore sustai a le 
company has become more complex and far-reaching in the nearly 60 years since D.J. spoke those words. 

Take the way we design and manufacture products. We focus on maintaining our high quality standards 

while incorporating more environmentally sustainable materials, features, and manufacturing processes 

into new product designs. We have created a strict set of protocols called Design for the Environment (DfE), 

which guides our decisions as we work on new and existing products. 
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A lot of product manufacturers focus on recycled content and recyclability. We go farther upstream and 

do strea  i  a produ t’s life le. We pa  atte tio  to all of the o po e ts, aterials, a d pro esses 
that create a product. The Design Protocol adopted by Herman Miller goes beyond regulatory compliance 

to thoroughly evaluate new product designs in three key areas: 

 Material Chemistry and Safety of Inputs. What chemicals are in the materials we specify, and are they 

the safest available? 

 Disassemble. Can we take products apart at the end of their useful life to recycle their materials? 

 Recyclability. Do the materials contain recycled content, and more importantly, can the materials be 

re led at the e d of the produ t's useful life? If ou a ’t separate the steel fro  the foa , ou 
are less likely to re le that hair. Whe  e desig  our produ ts, e thi k a out that. We do ’t 
want our products to end up in landfills, and we want hospitals to have better options for recycling. 

Another of our design tenets is durability. We design products for repeated use, repair, maintenance, and 

reassembly using standard parts. The better made the product, the longer it maintains its functions and 

looks—and stays out of the landfill. 

Our products are also manufactured in the U.S. We consider the impact of transportation costs and fuel 

usage; minimizing both of these is another way we reach our environmental goals. Our suppliers are 

required to meet our DfE protocols, as well, so we know that every part of the product and process meets 

our criteria. 

Hospitals can use this same kind of upstream-downstream thinking in their sustainability programs. Are 

your vendor partners employing sustainable practices in their own businesses?  Is contribution to the 

fa ilit ’s sustai a ilit  goals o e of the e aluatio  riteria for product purchases? 

Like hospitals that are constantly evaluating their processes to achieve higher levels of patient care, we 

keep learning more and applying new knowledge to the ways we design and manufacture our products.  If 

we can save money while building quality products that improve your facilities--without compromising our 

impact on the environment—the  e’re all o i g i  the right dire tio . 
Joel Van Wyk, Director of Product Management, Herman Miller Health care, leads the product 

management group. His responsibilities include strategic planning, new product development, and 

customer project support. He has been with Herman Miller for 18 years in various capacities and enjoys 

engaging with customers and creating product solutions to meet their needs. 
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We hope you find these notes useful. 

You can get previous year question papers at  

https://qp.rgpvnotes.in . 

 

If you have any queries or you want to submit your 

study notes please write us at 

rgpvnotes.in@gmail.com 
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